
5.2 Review Sheet & Question Prep 

  

 

 

REVIEW VOCABULARY 

Copyright 
Copyright is a law protecting the original works of a creator from anyone wishing to use those works without permission. 

Domain Name 
This is the main part of a complete domain. (for example: milweewebdesign, google, youtube) 

External Link 
Any link that leaves the current site and goes to another site is called external. 

Fair Use 

While copyright is a law protecting the original works of a creator from someone misusing those works without permission, 
Fair Use is a law that allows “fair use” of those original works without permission. Any use must be reasonable, but that 

makes the law hard to enforce online. 

HTTP 

Hyper Text Transfer Protocol is what pulls Hypertext pages (aka, HTML) to the browser. 

Image Formats or Extensions 

GIF supports animation, PNG supports transparency, JPG is the most common 

Top Level Domains 

These are also known as Domain Suffixes because they show up at the end of a complete domain name and help to state 

what category of site the domain belongs (for example: .edu, .com, etc) 

W3C 

World Wide Web Consortium (W3C) is an international group of Internet experts who set standards for the World Wide Web, 

including the proper syntax/format of HTML/CSS/JS, etc. 

W3Schools 

This is an informational website (w3schools.com) with tutorials on HTML/CSS/JS, etc. 

 

 

REVIEW QUESTIONS 
 
1. Websites are categorized using: 

 A. HTT Protocols 

 B. Domains 

 C. Sub Domains 

 D. Top Level Domains 

   

2. Looking at milweewebdesign.com/wd2, which part is the top-level 

domain?   

 A. www 

 B. milweewebdesign 

 C. .com 

 D. wd2 

 

3. Which attribute makes a link open in a new window? 

 A. new=window 

 B. target=“_blank” 

 C. target=blank 

 D. target=“blank” 

 

 

 

4. Looking at milweewebdesign.com/wd2, which part is the domain 

name? 

 A. www 

 B. milweewebdesign 

 C. .com 

 D. wd2 

 

5. Which of the following statements is true regarding the new poem 

that Eve wrote? 

A. Eve must register the poem with the U.S. Copyright 

office. 

B. The poem cannot be copyrighted because it will be 

used by the public. 

C. The poem is protected by copyright the moment Eve 

wrote. 

D. Eve must display a copyright symbol at the bottom of 

her poem in order for it to be considered copyrighted. 

 

6. Explain the difference between W3C and W3Schools. 


